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1. INTR~DUCTIOX 
Of primary interest in this work is the establishing of new closure properties 
for certain classes of groups defined by means of series or normal factor 
coverings. (Here, series is as defined by Robinson [IO, p. 91, and norma 
factor covering is as defined by Durbin [3].) We begin by identifying cxactl!; 
those classes of groups with which we shall deal. After the identification of 
these classes, we discuss the new closure properties. 
Let r’. be a variety of groups defined by a set of words CIT. Also, let pW 
be the subgroup theoretical property IV-margina [IO, p. 91. Then the series 
classes with which we deal are @V, P,V and (PI&‘)‘), , the latter being defined 
by G E ( pW)s if and only if G has ap W-series. (The operations P, fi, and the 
notion of a pI&‘-series are defined by Robinson [ 10, pp. 12-131.) These classes 
receive attention in [I I] and are characterized in an elegant fashion by Hickin 
and Phillips in a recent work [5]. 1% :e note that some familiar classes result 
whenever W consists of the commutator word. For then ‘Y is the v-ariet!- of 
all abelian groups, and the classes of SN-groups, S-groups, Z-groups (in the 
sense of Kurosh [6]) are given by i%-, @,,-l ‘, ( pW)s , respectively. 
Now let us define some classes of groups by means of normal factor 
coverings. Define an operation F, by G t F,X if and only if G has a normal 
factor covering with X-factors, where 3 is any class of groups. If  I. is a 
variety of groups defined bv a set of words IX, then in the sequel we shall be 
concerned with the normai factor covering classes F%Y“ and (pW), , which 
is defined by G E ( pW), provided G has a normal factor covering {rC, , H, : 
a: E A] such that H%/K,, is W-marginal in G/K, , for each a E A. Whenever 
W consists of the commutator word, we mention that the classes F,‘Y . and 
(pW), have appeared in the literature [I, 2, 31. 
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Closure of the above classes with respect to properties which fall into two 
general categories will be demonstrated subsequently. The first of these 
categories is concerned with homomorphism properties. In particular, since 
neither the series classes nor the normal factor covering classes are closed 
under homomorphic images, it is of interest to find homomorphism properties 
with respect to which these classes are closed. We present some closure 
results along this line in Section 3. 
The second of these categories pertains to local properties. Specifically, 
we give closure theorems for the series and normal factor covering classes with 
respect to a generalized local property, and also with respect to a generalization 
of the cauntabZy vecognixable property of Baer (see [l 1, p. 104 ff]). It is 
interesting that closure with respect to a certain homomorphism property 
plays an important role in the generalized local theorem. These results are 
found in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS AND DEFINITIONS 
We now turn our attention to presenting some background material which 
will be utilized in the sequel. 
The operations S, R, H, L, and C appear throughout this work. The first 
four are defined by Robinson [lo, pp. 4-51. We define C as follows. Let d 
be any class of groups. Then G E CT if and only if there exists a set 
{I& : 01 E A} of J-groups such that G a nH, . (Here, rZZ,, denotes the 
complete direct product of the H,‘s; i.e., TTH~ is the group consisting of the set 
of all functions X: A + u H, such that ~(a) E H, , for each (Y. E A, with 
multiplication defined by (my) = x(a)y(a).) 
The following lemma gives the closure relationships of the series classes 
with respect to the five operations given in the preceding paragraph. Not all 
of these have appeared in the literature before at the level of generality 
stated herein. 
LEMMA 2. I. Let Y be a variety of groups defined by a set of words W. Zf 3" 
is any one of the classes PY -, fi,Y‘, or ( pW), , then :‘X is equal to each of the 
classes S:‘X, CT, R.Y’, and L.‘x‘; however, 9” += H.%. 
Proof. S-closure is immediate. The technique used in the proof of 
[13, Theorem 2.41 can be used to establish CT = ?“. Furthermore, S.%’ :: 
CQ’ 7~ .5 imply that RX = I, for any class of groups %[lO, p. 41. For 
L-closure, see Robinson [I 1, pp. 97-991. That X is not preserved under 
homomorphic images is well-known for the case that IV consists of the 
commutator word [7, p. 3231. 
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A result similar to Lemma 2.1 for the normal factor covering classes can 
be obtained from the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Y. be a variety of groups de$ned by a set of words W. Then 
(i) GEF,V ;f and on<y if xq! W(xG), for each x E G-Cl). (FOY any 
group K, W(K) denotes the verbal subgroup of K determined bjl W, see 
U&P. 81.) 
(ii) G E ( p W), ;f  and only if x $ W*(xG, G), for each x E G - (1). 
(If K CI G, then W*(K, G) is the subgroup of G generated by all elements of 
the form w(zl ,..., ZJ w(xl ,..., x,)-l, where u! is a word in W which has n 
variables, (xl ,..., x,,J E Gn, and for some ~1 E K and iE{l,..., n>, we haoe 
Y(. :- xiy, zj = : xj ) for  j -+ i [5].) 
Lemma 2.2 is a direct consequence of the appropriate definitions, so we 
omit the proof. 
3. \VEAK HOMOMORPHIC IMAGE CLOSURE THEOREMS 
Suppose P is a property of group homomorphisms such that all 
isomorphisms satisfy P. Define an operation HP on the class of all group 
theoretic classes by G E HP% if and only if there exist K E .7 and a homo- 
morphism h of K such that h satisfies P and G -: (K)h, where .Y” is any class 
of groups. If  T is a class of groups which is HP-closed (i.e., HP% - X), then 
we say that P is a weak homomorphic image closure property of .‘F. Next, we 
turn our attention to defining some operations by means of homomorphism 
properties. 
Let X be a class of groups. Define HR(HU) by G t H$T (G E HUT’) if and 
only if G is isomorphic to a reduced direct product (an ultraproduct) of a set 
of T-groups. (See [4, p. 1791 for the definition of reduced direct product, 
ultraproduct.) Given a set of words W, define Hw by G E H&T provided there 
exist K E X and a homomorphism h of K such that G = (K)h and the kernel 
of h is contained in the pW-hypercenter of K. (Here again, pW denotes the 
subgroup theoretical property W-marginal; see [lo, p. 281 for the definition of 
pW-hypercenter of a group.) 
For a given variety of groups -i. defined by a set of words W, we establish 
that each of the operations HR , H, determines a weak homomorphic image 
closure property of each of the classes P-Y-, &V, ( pW), , F,^t”, ( p W), ; 
i.e., we prove that HR-closure, H,-closure holds for each of these classes. We 
begin with a lemma involving the series classes. 
LEMMA 3.1. If  $. is a variety of groups deJined by a set of words W, and 
3’ is PY, @,-t -, or ( p IV), , then HUT” =L Y. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that H&Z C X. Choose K E H$Y. Then there 
exist a set [G& : 01 E A} of X-groups and an ultrafilter LI on A such that 
K a G/N, where G = nG, , the complete direct product of the G,‘s, and 
N = {.x E G: 1(x) E XI}, with I(X) = {a E A : ~(a) = l,}, for each x E G. 
For each 01 E A, G, E X implies that there exists a function fa : G, x 
G, --f (0, 1) such that fa determines a Y--series of G, , a normal Y-series of 
G a , or a pW’-series of G, , depending upon which of the three given classes 
55 happens to be. (See [ll, pp. 97-991 for the characteristics of such a func- 
tion fa .) 
For each (s, y) E G x G, put T(x, v) = {CK E A: fx(x(ol), J(U)) == I>, and 
define f: (G;9) x (G/N) 4 (0, 1) bl 
= 0. otherwise. 
\%‘e claim that f is a function which determines the appropriate kind of series 
for GIN, depending on the class X. 
To see that f  is a function, suppose (QV, y,N) = (x~~V, y,N), where 
(.~~N,v,r\;) E (G/X) x (G/N), for i = 0, 1. Thenx,N = x,n’andy,,N ==ylN, 
so each of I(.v;‘x,), 1( yilyl) E U. Put U - 1(x;%,) n I( yilyl). Then ti E II. 
Since U is an ultrafilter, either T(x, , yu) E U. or A4 - T(x, , yo) E 11. If  
T(X 0, j!,,) E 11, thenf (x,N, yoN) = 1. It follows that U n T(x,, , y,,) C T(x, , yl), 
so T(.zl , ~1~) E 11 and we have that f(x,N, ylN) ~= 1. If  A - T(x, , y,,) E I[, 
then f(.+N, y,N) = 0. Now U n (A4 - 7’(.v0 , yo) C A - T(s, , yl), which 
implies that ,f(zc,N,yy,N) = 0. Th ere ore, f  we always have f(x,N, y,,N) = 
f (x,N, yl‘V), which means that f is a function. 
That f inherits the required properties from the f,‘s-regardless of whether 
each fR determines a r’ ‘-series of G, , a normal Y-series of G, , or a pW’- 
series of G,-can be demonstrated in a straightforward manner. Thus, 
G;‘N E ?f, as required. 
THEOREM 3.2. If -k. is a variety of groups defined b?j a set of words W, and 
2% is PY^, P.,(Y, OY ( pW), , then HR.% = .T. 
Proof. \\‘e need only to show that H,.JZ C Z. If  K E H,X, then there 
exist a set -[G, : (Y E A) of X-groups and a filter 5 on il such that K RS G/N, 
where G == nG, and N = {X E G: 1(x) E g:$. Since 8 is exactly the inter- 
section of all the ultrafilters which contain it, we see that G/XE R.!?“, by 
Lemma 3. I. Bp Lemma 2.1, RX == :‘x’, so G/N E X. 
THEOREM 3.3. If  V is a aariety of groups defined by a set of words W, and 
.‘F is F,Ye OY ( p W), , then H,$.T = 2”. 
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Proof. I f  K EH&Y, then a straightforward application of Lemma 2.2 
yeilds K t X. Thus, H&5? C X, which is enough to prove. 
Therefore, we have that HR determines a weak homomorphic image 
closure property of each of the classes of groups which are of interest to us. 
We now turn our attention to establishing our H,-closure theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. If 9’ is a variety of groups de$ned by a set of words IV-, then 
each of the classes @I+“, P,V( pLQ , F,Y”, ( pW), is Hw-closed. 
Proof. First, we make an observation about the class X, where /f’ is 
fiy‘,@,-t‘, (pW),,F,-t’, or(pW),. Namely, members of AY can be char- 
acterized in terms of certain nonempty finite subsets of nonidentitv elements. 
For the series classes, this is given by a result of Hickin and Phillips [S, 
Theorem I, p. 3471, where all nonempty finite subsets of nonidentit!- elements 
are involved; for the normal factor covering classes, it is given by Lemma 2.2, 
where singletons consisting of a nonidentity element are involved. Thus, 
G E ?Z if and only if A’ c S(X), f  or each nonempty finite subset ,Y of G ~-. (I) 
of the proper kind, where S(X) is the appropriate subgroup of G determined 
by W and -Y. This fact permits us to give a general procedure for proving 
Theorem 3.4. 
Before going into this general procedure, let us note that in order to prove 
Theorem 3.4, we may choose any G E ?f and show that GjiV E .‘x‘, for each 
normal subgroup Ar of G such that N C H, where H is the pW-hypercenter 
of G. In fact, it is enough to prove that G/H E X, since (NW,“: a: an ordinal) 
determines a pW-series of G which is between N and H, where (IV,<: 01 an 
ordinal) is the upper pW-central series of G. 
\Ve now give a general procedure for showing that G/N E 3’. 
(I) Suppose G/H $3 and let /3 ~ min:a: G!pVm” $.irj. 
(2) Since GjW,j* 6 -(I‘, there exists a noncmpty finite subset S = 
(a-it&A : i m: I,..., rnj of GjW,,* such that .I- C S(X). 
(3) Let Z IX; : i =~m I ,..., m). Then for each i ~~ I ,... I IN, there 
exists >fi t S(Z) such that x;W,,* =~ ?liWR*. Put 1. : {J*, : i = I,..., m:. 
Thus, for each i, xi 3qizuL , where u’; E W,j*. 
(4) If  p is not a limit ordinal, put y  = ,f3 ~ 1. If  ,8 is a limit ordinal, 
then for each i = I,..., m, there exists 01, < p such that ZL’~ E IV,,: ~1 ~~~ I+:: 
Put y  y  max{ol[ : i = I,..., m}. Then in either case, we have that G!lY,,” t ,‘x’. 
(5) Let X,, = (x<W.,,“: i I ,..., m], ;\; mu { yjWY”: i I ,..., mj. 
By virtue of (3), AT1 C S(X,). Also, S(AY,,) i S(S,) because of the verbal 
properties of the these subgroups. Hence, X1 (I .!!(Ar,), a contradiction to 
G/W,* t .jx‘. 
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Thus, we have that H, determines a weak homomorphic image closure 
property for each of the classes under consideration. We note that Ayoub [I] 
proved that the class of all residually central groups is H,-closed, whrre W’ 
consists of the commutator word. 
If  ,V‘ is the class of all nilpotent groups, then there exists a group G of 
HR&” such that G is neither a ZD-group nor a Z-group. Also, if d is the 
class of all ZD-groups and W consists of the commutator word, then there 
exists a group G of Hw.Z such that G is neither a ZD-group nor a Z-group. 
These examples can be found in [9]. 
4. GENERALIZED LOCAL THEOREMS 
Let G be a group and suppose P = {k’, , H, : 01 E AS is a set of pairs of 
subgroups of G such that the following properties hold: 
(i) KU (i H,,foreachaEA; 
(ii) F a finite subset of G - {I $ implies that there exists 01 E A such that 
FCH,-R,. 
Then P is called a Zocalfuctor system of G. For each OL E -4, H,/K,x is called 
a factor of P. If  K, = {I}, for each oi E A, then {HE : 01 E a> is a local system 
of G. Thus, L% C L,X, for each class of groups 55, where L, is defined by 
G E L,.Y if and only if G has a local factor system with X-factors. Also, we 
note that LM # LFJIT, where N’ is the class of all nilpotent groups; if 
G is a nonabelian free group, then G E LF N, but G 4 LN. 
We wish to show that each of the classes @V, @,V, (p W), , F,V, ( p W), 
is closed with respect to the operation Lp . To accomplish this, we establish 
a broad L,-closure theorem. First, we prove the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. If S is any class of groups and G E L,??“, then G can be embedded 
in an ultraproduct of a set of%-groups. 
Proof. Let G E L,X. Then there exists a local factor system P = 
{K& ,H, : EEA} of G such that Ha/&~.%, for each CXEA. Put T(1) = -4, 
and for each gEG-{1}, let T(g) -{arzA:gEH,-KK,}. Then Z = 
{T(g): g E G) has the finite intersection property. Let $j be any filter on r2 
which contains 2. 
For each 01 E A, put Qa = HJ& . Given any g E G, define C~ E nQa by 
44 = SKY 9 if elf T(g), 
= Km , otherwise. 
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Define h: G - n&/V, where N == {x t z-Q~ : I(x) E R}, by (g)/l c,,.V, for 
each g E G. Then h is an isomorphism of G. Thus, G can be embedded in the 
reduced direct product of the set of %-groups (0, : N E -4) with respect to the 
filter 3. 
Since 3 can be any filter which contains I, we may assume 5 is an ultra- 
filter. Thus, G can be embedded in an ultraproduct of a set of X-groups, as 
required. 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1, we have the following L,-closure theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. If .rt^ is a class of groups such that SX Ht..?’ AT’, 
then L F p’ .“Y. 
Applying Theorem 4.2 to the classes of groups of interest in this work, wc 
obtain: 
COROLLARY 4.3. If  -t . is a variety of groups de$ned by a set of words W and 
X is any one of the classes PY”, fi,+/‘, ( p W), , k,V, or ( p W), , then L,.F ~. .Y. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 or Lemma 2.2, SX := X. By- Lemma 3.1 or 
Theorem 3.3, HW~ = F. Hence, by Theorem 4.2, we have L&E” =~: .2^. 
We observe that since L,-closure implies L-closure, one can obtain the 
local theorems for each of classes under consideration as a consequence of 
Corollary 4.3. For the series classes, this is of some interest from an intuitive 
stand-point because it means that the local theorems for the series classes 
follow in a relatively straightforward manner using group theoretic methods. 
This is in contrast to other known approaches, all of which depend on what 
one could call metamathematical results involving local systems on arbitrary 
sets; e.g., Ilalcev [S]. Robinson [l 1, p. 931 h as a discussion of and references 
to the various works which deal with the local theorems for the series classes. 
For each cardinal c, Robinson [lo, p. 51 defines an operation L, such that 
L, -< L whenever c >> No. In an analogous way, we can define an operation 
L F,C , for each cardinal c as follows. Given a class of groups S, GE L,,,S 
provided there exists a set of pairs of subgroups (KE , H, : z t :1> of G such 
that each K, ~1 If2 with HE/k-, E X, and if F is a subset of G ~- (1) of 
cardinality at most c, then there exists 01 E A such that F !Z He -- k; . 
LxO-closure amounts to the countably recognizable propert), of Baer; see 
[I 1, pp. 104 ff. ]  for a discussion of this topic. We now prove a theorem which 
shows that L, H -closed classes behave in a fashion which is similar to LNO- 
closed classes; ‘i.:., countably recognizable classes. 
THEOREM 4.4. If  Zi is an LP,*, -closed class of groups, for each natural 
number i, then .‘?” = u Ti is L,,,O-closed. 
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Proof. First let us define what we mean by a Y-pair of subgroups in a 
given group, where Oy is any class of groups. If  G is a group and K, EI is a 
pair of subgroups of G such that K u H and H/K&V, then we say that 
K, H is a g-pair of subgroups of G. 
It suffices to show that L,,,03” s_C ,“t^. To accomplish this, we demonstrate 
that G C$ X implies G $ LFtXo 0%. Now G $2” means that for each i, G $ :‘Ei 
LF,+3Ci . Hence, for each z, there exists a countable subset Ti of G such that 
Tj $ H - K, for each .%,-pair K, H of G. 
Put 1’ = (J T, . Then T is a countable subset of G such that T $ H - K, 
for each :X-pair K, H of G. This means that G # L,,,;“x, as required. 
Thus, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The class of a/l nilpotent groups and the class of all solvable 
groups are L, H -closed. ’ 0 
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